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The Super Bowl has long been the stage for brand awareness, 
with a captive audience of millions of viewers. In the past, 
advertisers have tried to keep their Super Bowl ads under 
wraps – saving the big reveal for TV. With the advent of the 
second screen, smarter brands have turned to social media 
to engage with viewers leading up to, and during, the game. 
In 2013, several brands introduced teasers or even released 
their ads before the big game, a trend that skyrocketed this 
year. The Super Bowl is now a multimedia event.

Brands need to recognize the opportunities beyond TV, 
particularly in search and social. 

At RKG, we believe in the power of Digital Visibility – making 
brands discoverable, in the right place, at the right time, with 
the right message. There are multiple analyses available on 
the quality of the creative work – but this report looks at which 
brands made the most of their ad investment this year. We 
evaluated how brands leveraged the intersection of search 
and social, successfully integrating digital. 

INTRODUCTION



The Super Bowl remains the biggest American Advertising event, but the role 
of the second screen during the game is becoming more important each year.

On Sunday evening, 57% of Super Bowl ads included a hashtag, a 14% 
increase from 2013.

In social, we looked for real-time event-related content development, 
community engagement, and the visual integration of campaign elements. 
And we awarded a bonus to brands that successfully leveraged hashtags and 
social calls-to-action. 
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Not only the King of Beers, 
Budweiser took the crown 
for best use of social media 
at Super Bowl XLVIII by a 
landslide.

While “#salute a hero” suffered 
from a vague hashtag, the 

Budweiser

@BudweiserPuppy #BestBuds 
campaign was enough to push 
the brand to the forefront. 
Great real-time responses 
and bespoke content made 
Budweiser an example of 
best practice. however, with
@BudweiserPuppy, the brand 
has divided their community, 
and so the long-term benefits 
remain to be seen.



If there were winners within 
sections, M&Ms would take 
the prize for best real-time 
content development.

Their instant-replay stop-
motion Vine videos, displayed 
in Twitter feeds mere seconds 
after a significant play, were an 
excellent example of creative, 
real-time, sharable content. 
Voiced-over by Joe Montana? 

M&Ms

Even better. however, M&Ms 
didn’t strategically use 
hashtags or drive community 
engagement with a call to 
action – meaning their best-in-
class content only travelled so 
far.



H&M
A 2012 Super Bowl advertiser that sat 
out last year, H&M combined the tried 
and tested celebrity endorsement 
with a consumer-driven campaign.

Leading up to the event, the brand 
teased two iterations of their 
#BeckhamforhM TV spot, empowering 
their social community to decide on 
whether the world would see David 
Beckham #covered or #uncovered. 
While the efficacy of h&M’s attempt at 
“t-commerce” remains to be seen, their 
social engagement was still strong. 
During the game, h&M lost a little 
momentum to their competitors, but 
regained traction with a tweet designed 
to reward their audience with a promo 
code (and assess RoI).



The smartest advertisers anticipated the opportunity to optimize their 
brand for search leading up to, and during, the game. Teaser ads, PR 
hype and well-crafted websites all contributed to making the brand more 
visible to search engines.

For SEo, brands were graded based on how targeted their landing page was 
for Super Bowl search traffic, how mobile-friendly their site was, if they drove 
traffic to their site through teasers or paid ads, how well they engaged with 
external websites to promote their content, and whether or not their Super 
Bowl content was hosted on the brand’s domain.
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Jaguar made the most of their SEO efforts leading up to the Super Bowl, creating 
a highly-optimized page with www.britishvillains.com and a 301-redirect to their domain. 
The brand set up the “villains” narrative early, and released content announcing the 
creative concept and hashtags in November. This fast start gave Jaguar a strong backlink 
profile. 

Jaguar



In the digital space, Chevrolet appeared to be ignoring its Super Bowl campaign leading 
up to the game. Their focus instead was on the American Cancer Association’s Purple 
Roads initiative. By tying one of their Super Bowl ads to the initiative, however, they were 
able to merge their efforts for brand and cancer awareness. 

Chevrolet

This helped to build the Chevy brand around a charitable effort, ensuring the brand 
surfaced well. Unfortunately, Chevrolet didn’t apply the same energy to social 
media or paid ads, ultimately missing out on their full Digital Visibility potential. 



Wonderful Pistachios

Similar to Jaguar, Wonderful Pistachios announced their campaign and created a landing 
page weeks before the event, building authority and commentary in the process and 
driving external links and traffic. 



DORITOS’ TEMPORARY SITE

Doritos employed an interesting SEo strategy. The brand maintains a separate domain, 
www.doritos.com, for only a few weeks around the Super Bowl before taking the site 
down and reverting back to a page within the Frito-Lay website. The www.doritos.com 
site and the ‘Crash the Super Bowl’ campaign, therefore, rank highly for many Super 
Bowl related searches, but this link equity is short-lived as it will not pass on to the larger 
brand site. 

CALL ON THE FIELD: FALSE START



PAID SEARCH
As a complement to social and SEO channels, paid search offers 
advertisers an opportunity to ensure visibility on relevant search queries 
and control messaging. As always, paid search doesn’t create demand, 
it captures the demand that brands already created through other 
channels.

In our analysis of advertisers’ paid search support of their Super Bowl 
commercials, RKG valued coverage on relevant keywords, use of copy, ad 
extensions, and hashtags to connect the text ad to the TV spot, and a user-
friendly landing page experience. Bonus points were awarded for leveraging 
youTube search ads.
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AUDI

Audi’s text ads balanced references to the Super Bowl commercial with offers to 
learn more about the new A3 featured in the commercial.

In addition to using a youTube display and destination uRL, three of the four sitelinks 
referenced the commercial, including the #Stayuncompromised hashtag. The body of 
the text ad and the fourth sitelink referenced the new vehicle. Additionally, Audi was all 
over youTube with ads on almost every search for a Super Bowl ad.



AXE

Axe gets a paid search nod for the great user experience throughout the ad unit. 

using a campaign-specific domain, www.axepeace.com, Axe also maximized its social 
touch points in its sitelinks by allowing users to watch the commercial on youTube, “Join 
the Conversation” on Facebook, or engage with the #KissForPeace hashtag on Twitter.



TOYOTA

Toyota gets big points in our book for extending their commercial’s momentum into 
their regular paid search program. The car manufacturer featured their Super Bowl 
commercial in sitelinks for non-Super Bowl searches (e.g. simply “toyota highlander”) 
well before the game. Additionally, Toyota was the only advertiser we noticed using stills 
from their big game ad in Google’s image extensions.



Cars.com Capitalizes on Car Manufacturers’ Buzz

Although not a Super Bowl advertiser, www.cars.com capitalized on the free buzz 
from the car advertisers with relevant paid search ads on queries like “audi super 
bowl commercial” and “jaguar super bowl ad”.

Not only did the ads specifically reference the model featured in each car manufacturer’s 
Super Bowl commercial, but www.cars.com also used an eye-catching and seemingly 
official display uRL followed by the vanity uRL extension “/Research”. Well played.

CALL ON THE FIELD: ENCROACHMENT



The Big Winners
Plenty of well-established brands were in the field this year, but 
it was a Super Bowl newcomer and a brand with just one other 
year of experience that took the top spots in Digital Visibility:

Jaguar clearly put a lot of planning into their strategy, 
announcing their campaign way back in November and 
gradually building steam with links and mentions across the 
web heading into the game. Their campaign landing page 
was optimized for mobile devices, taking full advantage of 
viewers’ second screens. The page was also optimized for 
on-page elements and drove traffic to their branded domain. 
Within paid search, Jaguar was present in all relevant searches 
for their ad and took advantage of ad extensions to maximize 
their space and kept up with the Joneses in social.

h&M built up online anticipation for their ad ahead of 
the game, launching the voteforbeckham.hm.com site and 

JAGUAR H&M



allowing their followers to influence their Super Bowl ad. 
With an effective hashtag and call to action in the ad itself, 
combined with real-time engagement, viewers were given 
the necessary tools to continue the conversation with h&M 
online. And while the success of their efforts to sell products 
through Samsung TVs is yet to be determined, this is the type 
of innovation that is going to drive engagement with Super 
Bowl watchers for years to come. 

h&M edged out Jaguar in terms of social due to real-
time content creation, but Jaguar won for SEo with better 
optimization of their on-page elements. With paid search as 
the tiebreaker, Jaguar took advantage of their paid search 
ads to further promote their hashtag while h&M did not. This 
is right at the intersection of search and social, and it was 
enough to give Jaguar an edge for the win.

The Big Winners



It is likely no coincidence that brands newer to the Super Bowl 
did the most to promote their digital presence before, during 
and after the game. The average $4 million price tag for a 
30-second spot is quite an investment, and Jaguar and h&M 
clearly wanted to do everything to get the most bang for their 
buck. Larger brands who have been spending tremendous 
sums on ad spots for years took less of an integrated digital 
approach.

Rounding out our top five rankings and in a tie for third 
were Axe, Toyota, and Wonderful Pistachos. Wonderful’s 
lack of a social call-to-action during the game, to drive real-
time user engagement, resulted in a lower social score than 
the other two, but the snack company had the highest SEo 
score of the three.

Also finishing in the top ten were Budweiser, Hyundai, KIA, 
T-Mobile, and Bud Light. While Budweiser won the social 
category as a result of their #BestBuds campaign, ultimately, 
it wasn’t enough to make up for a poor showing in SEo and 
paid search.

The Big Winners
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RKG is a search and digital marketing agency that combines superior marketing talent with leading-edge 
technology to create the industry’s most effective data-driven digital marketing solutions. RKG drives 
business to clients by maximizing a full range of opportunities including paid search, SEo, social media, 
display advertising, product listing ads and comparison shopping engine management services.
 
Founded in 2003, RKG partners with clients in retail, travel, financial and B2B organizations ranging in size 
from small startups to Fortune 500 companies, including CareerBuilder, Drugstore.com, Express, herman 
Miller, Jones Group and urban outfitters. In 2013, Advertising Age ranked RKG the fastest growing 
search agency. A privately held company, RKG is headquartered in Charlottesville, VA with offices in San 
Francisco, CA, Bend, oR and Boston, MA. For more information visit www.rimmkaufman.com or follow 
the company on Twitter @rimmkaufman.
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The Digital Bowl Report looked at a number of criteria in SEo, social media and paid search. 
In SEo, brands were graded based on landing page optimization, how well they engaged 
with external websites to promote their content, and whether or not their Super Bowl content 
passed link equity. In social, RKG looked at real-time content creation, community engagement, 
leveraging hashtags and social calls-to-action. Paid search examined relevant keywords, copy, 
ad extensions and hashtags connecting the text ad to the TV spot, and user-friendly landing 
page experiences.

All advertisers were given separate grades in these three categories. All three scores were then combined  
in a weighted algorithm to determine the overall Digital Visibility score.

METHODOLOGY
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